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Edward Snowden, the computer whiz who leaked details of the National Security Agency (NSA’s)
controversial PRISM program, probably didn’t aim to undermine US-EU free trade talks in July 2013.
However, Snowden’s revelations that America was collecting phone calls and internet communications
of foreign citizens, as well as using the internet to spy on allied governments, drove a wedge between
the two trade giants. Within days the EU parliament announced an investigation, the German
Prosecutor General began looking into espionage charges1 and German Chancellor Angela Merkel
expressed her support for tougher rules governing the privacy of EU citizens’ data.2 French President
Francois Hollande flirted with the idea of calling off negotiations for the Trans-Atlantic Trade and
Investment Partnership,3 while President Hendryk Ilves of Estonia argued that the right response to
PRISM should be to create a secure “European cloud” with high data protection standards.4
The PRISM program became a trade issue because like goods and services, information online is traded
across borders. That information is stored in servers controlled by big Internet companies, which are
almost all US-based. These American companies have to comply with NSA directives, but at the same
time these companies may be violating European data protection (also known as privacy) standards. As
a result, EU policymakers are determined to achieve stronger privacy protection for its citizens and
greater control over cloud services. EU officials see free trade negotiations with the US as an
appropriate venue to achieve these goals. However, the revelations about PRISM may jeopardize more
than just trade talks among the US and the EU.
Concerns about the relationship between privacy, national security and digital trade are not new, and
may stem from the contradictory nature of the Internet. On one hand, the global Internet is creating a
virtuous circle of expanding growth, opportunity, and information. On the other hand, some
policymakers and market actors are taking steps that undermine access to information, reduce freedom
of expression, and splinter the Internet. Almost every country has adopted policies to enforce
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intellectual property rights, protect national security, or thwart cyber-theft, hacking, and spam.
Nevertheless, others may be taking steps to access to too much information, violating the rights and
privacy of netizens. Repressive states such as Iran, Russia, and China openly censor many sites for
political reasons. However, even countries like the US, which have committed to a free and open
Internet, tread a fine line between freedom and security. Today, policymakers must find a balance
between these policy objectives online.
Internet freedom can be defined as the promotion, protection and enjoyment of human rights on the
Internet. Internet openness is the collection of policies and procedures that allow netizens to make their
own choices about applications and services to use and which lawful content they want to access,
create, or share with others. As technology, politics and culture change over time, citizens and
policymakers are rethinking how to advance both freedom and openness on the web.
Not surprisingly, netizens and policymakers have not figured out how to balance Internet openness and
stability. On one hand, advocates of Internet openness want policymakers to play a minimal role
regulating the actions of networks, companies, and individuals online. They want to build on the
longstanding ethos of the Internet, which defines the web as a platform separate from government and
governed by net-neutrality, open standards and multi-stakeholder participation. On the other hand,
policymakers must find a delicate balance between intervention and nonintervention to preserve the
open Internet. To preserve Internet freedom and openness, they must respect freedom of information,
expression, due process, and the right to privacy. To respect these human rights accruing to individuals,
sometimes governments must act to maintain Internet openness; at other times, policymakers must
refrain from acting. However, to promote Internet resilience and stability, policymakers must act in the
interest of multiple stakeholders (or empower others to act) to restrict the free flow of information
across borders, enforce copyright or thwart cybercrime, hacking, and spam.
This chapter examines how three trade behemoths and Internet powers (the US, Canada and the EU)
use trade policies to govern the Internet at home and across borders. All three use trade agreements to
encourage e-commerce, reduce online barriers to trade, and develop shared policies in a world where
technology is rapidly changing and where governments compete to disseminate their regulatory
approaches. Moreover, the three want the same goals: to encourage the free flow of information; to
encourage Internet freedom; and to reduce cyber-instability. However, they do not always agree on
what goals should be digital trade priorities (the what) or how to achieve these goals. As example in the
EU and Canada, privacy is a basic human right as well as a consumer right. These governments are
unwilling to reduce privacy protections in the interest of negotiating language in trade agreements to
encourage the free flow of information, a priority in the US. Moreover, the 28 nations of the EU, along
with the US and Canada do not always agree on the best methods for protecting privacy, when to
restrict (or censor) information, or how to do so without altering the basic character of the Internet.
These disagreements are manifested in how and when each Internet power uses trade policy to
promote Internet freedom. But these are not the only differences among the three big trading nations.
The US and the EU, but not Canada, use export controls, trade bans or targeted sanctions to protect
Internet users in other countries or to prevent officials of other countries from using Internet-related

technologies in ways that undermine the rights of individuals abroad. Of the three, the US is the first to
monitor other governments’ internet policies as potential trade barriers.5
Many people may not recognize how trade policies affect the Internet. Herein, we discuss how trade
policies, agreements, bans and strategies could affect Internet openness, Internet governance, and
Internet freedom, but we do not discuss telecommunications or e-commerce issues. We note that
despite the shared goal of promoting internet openness and stability, the 3 trade behemoths do not
consistently cooperate. Without such cooperation, we may see a more fragmented web, more digital
protectionism, and fewer e-opportunities.

What do we mean by Internet freedom?
What is the state of Internet freedom?
•
In July 2012, the United Nations Human Rights Council approved a resolution to support
the “promotion, protection, and enjoyment of human rights on the Internet.” The resolution
A/HRC/20/L.13 affirms that people have the same rights online as they do offline, and these rights
are “applicable regardless of frontiers.” The resolution says states should pro- mote and facilitate
access to the Internet.
•
The UN Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to freedom of
opinion and expression, Frank LaRue, has said governments should not block access to the Internet.
He stressed that all states are obligated “to promote or to facilitate the enjoyment of the right to
freedom of expression and the means necessary to exercise this right, including the Internet.
Hence, States should consult with all segments of society to make the Internet widely available,
accessible and affordable to all.” His warning applies to how trade policies are made: they must be
developed in a transparent and accountable manner.*
•
However, activists and human rights officials have not achieved a clear and widely accepted
definition of Internet freedom. Until recently, activists and human rights officials focused on the
specific human rights that are instrumental to creating, protecting, and sharing information on the
web such as the right to privacy, freedom of expression, and access to information. However,
governments must provide an appropriate regulatory framework for the Internet to function in an
open, efficient and responsible manner. An appropriate regulatory framework includes
government respect for due process, political participation, freedom of expression, and rule of law.
•
Access to the Internet is a fundamental human right in France, Finland, and Costa Rica.
Estonia and Greece stipulate that the state has legal obligations to provide access. Member states
of The Council of Europe agreed that they have an obligation to provide or allow access to the
Internet. (The Council of Europe promotes common and democratic principles based on the
European Convention on Human Rights within 47 European countries.)
•
In countries such as Brazil and India, governments provide a wide range of public services
on the web including healthcare and education and hence must exert some control. These states
argue that governments must actively intervene online to ensure Internet freedom.
•
Although access to the Internet is greater in democracies, many democracies including
India, Brazil, and the United States actively censor the web and at times abuse the privacy rights of
their citizens.

Attitudes Towards Internet Governance — How has trade policy become a tool to regulate the
Internet?
The US, the EU, and Canada share the same Internet, support the current ad hoc multi-stakeholder
system, and oppose greater UN or governmental control of the web. Yet the US, EU, and Canada have
fundamentally different approaches to Internet governance at the national level and in trade
agreements.6 Moreover, the three trade giants have not developed a flexible set of shared principles
that do three things: encourage global information flows; ensure that regulators don’t discriminate
between foreign and domestic firms facilitating, creating or receiving those information flows;7 and
effectively balance national and international norms for Internet openness and Internet stability.
Although the US argues that the system governing the Internet is global and diverse, US actors and
norms play an outsized role on the information superhighway. US companies such as Facebook, Google,
Yahoo, and Twitter dominate much of the web. Moreover, Internet governance reflects the influential
role of US early web actors who wanted an ad hoc, multistakeholder, bottom up and self-regulatory
approach to internet governance. However, because US (and to a lesser extent Canadian and European)
companies have such huge market presence on the web, policymakers in other governments may
distrust US motives. Policymakers and citizens in other countries may perceive US policymakers as acting
in the interest of US companies and not in the general public interest.
Meanwhile, many other major trading nations with global clout and strong Internet presence have put
forward different ideas about the role of the state online. The Chinese8 and Russian governments9 argue
that governments must safeguard and control the Internet. For example, the Russian government now
plans to use deep packet inspection to monitor the Russian Internet, which could breach citizens’
privacy and free speech rights.10 The Chinese and Russian governments have become increasingly vocal
about rethinking Internet governance and have proposed greater international control over the Internet.11 At the same time, many developing countries are just beginning to set the ground rules for the
Internet in their countries.12 Policymakers in some developing countries such as India or middle income
nations such as Brazil believe that governments should do more to control the Internet.13 Officials in
these countries make the case that greater governmental control will help them provide public goods
online, such as education and healthcare, and foster innovation and economic growth throughout the
country.14
In recent years officials have developed several sets of principles to guide government action on the
Internet. The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, OECD, a forum for
industrialized nations and think tank on global issues, has spearheaded many of these efforts and called
for a holistic approach to Internet governance at the national and international level.15 The US, EU, and
Canada have worked internationally to develop principles to ensure an open and stable Internet. Some
34 nations have also agreed to principles to encourage free expression online.16 However, these
principles are neither universal nor binding. Hence, government officials have sought other venues to
address cross-border Internet issues.

Trade agreements and policies have
become an important source of rules
governing cross-border information flows.
The Internet is a decentralized network of net- works,
First, policymakers recognize that when we
operated by several multi-stakeholder organizations
travel the information superhighway, we
such as the Internet Society, the Internet Engineering
are often trading. And Internet usage can
Task Force, the World Wide Web Consortium, the
dramatically expand trade.17 Secondly,
Regional Internet Registries and the Internet
officials from the three trade giants
Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers.
understand that the Internet is not only a
It is affected by international telecommunications
tool of empowerment for the world’s
regulations, which are made by a UN subagency, the
people, but a major source of wealth for
International Telecommunication Union.
US, European, and Canadian business.
Some 65-70 percent of the world’s
Trade rules also regulate the Internet by regulating
population is not yet online, so it is not
trade in goods, information, and services.
surprising that these governments see a
huge potential for growth in e-commerce.18
International law applies to cyberspace. Cyber
US, European, and Canadian policymakers
activities may in certain circumstances constitute uses
want to both protect their firms’
of force if they create physical damage. Countries
competitiveness and increase market
have rights to self-defense online, but responses must
share. Finally, these officials understand
correspond to principles of necessity and
that while some domestic laws can have
proportionality.
worldwide reach, domestic laws on
International human rights law applies online, where
copyright, piracy, and Internet security do
everyone has the right to opinion and expression, and
not have international legitimacy and force.
the right of access to information.
Hence, they recognize they must find
common ground on globally accepted rules
governing cross-border data flows.19 They can achieve these internationally accepted rules within
bilateral, regional, or broader multilateral trade agreements.20
What International Laws Apply to the Internet?

Trade agreements regulate how entities may trade and how nations may use protectionist tools. These
agreements initially covered only border measures such as tariffs and quotas. Since the 1970s, however, policymakers have gradually expanded trade agreements to include domestic regulations such as
health and safety regulations, competition policies, and procurement rules. So when countries block
services or censor information on the Internet, policymakers from other countries may argue that these
states are erecting barriers to Internet related trade. (A trade barrier is a law, regulation, policy or
practice that impedes trade.) 158 countries rely on an international organization, the WTO, to establish
rule of law on international trade.
The World Trade Organization is a set of rules defining how firms can trade and how policymakers can
protect producers and consumers from injurious imports. But it is much more; it also serves as a forum
for trade negotiations and settles trade disputes through a binding system. In the Internet arena, the
WTO acts to promote market access, to preserve open telecommunication networks, and to harmonize

policies that can affect international trade.21 Although the WTO does not explicitly regulate Internet
services per se, it regulates trade in the goods and services that comprise e-commerce.22 74 members of
the WTO have agreed to implement the Information Technology Agreement. The signatories have
eliminated tariffs on many of the products that make the Internet possible, such as semiconductors, settop boxes, digital printers, and computers.23 Since 1998, the members of the WTO have agreed not to
place tariffs on data flows. But members have also disagreed on how the WTO should affect national
Internet policies. The WTO’s dispute settlement body has already settled two trade disputes related to
Internet issues (Internet gambling and China’s state trading rights on audiovisual products and
services).24 Alas, the member states have not found common ground on how to reduce new trade
barriers to information flows.25 In 2011, several nations nixed a US and EU proposal in which members
would have agreed not to block Internet service providers or impede the free flow of information
online.26 Moreover, the members of the WTO have made little progress on adding new regulatory issues
such as privacy and cyber security that challenge Internet policymakers.27
Although trade policymakers can see the benefits of trade rules as a tool to govern the Internet and
encourage information flows, some individuals question whether the WTO should even address Internet
openness issues. First, the WTO regulates the behavior of states, not individuals or firms.28 As a result,
individuals and firms involved in online transactions have no way to directly represent their interests at
the WTO. Second, information is a global public good; access to information is a basic human right under
international human rights law. Hence, governments have a responsibility to ensure that their citizens
have access to information through transparency mechanisms.29 The WTO does have clear rules on
transparency (access to information), due process, and political participation related to trade
rulemaking. Some scholars have asserted that these rules may, without intent, encourage some
democratic rights in member states. 30 But the WTO does not address specific human rights and has no
authority to prod member states to provide an enabling regulatory context for the protection of these
rights and other human rights fundamental to Internet freedom such as the right to privacy31 or the right
to free expression.32 Third, the WTO moves slowly (as decisions are made by consensus), and thus
cannot keep up with the development of new technologies. Fourth, many new online activities will
require cooperative global regulation on issues that transcend market access – the traditional turf of the
WTO. These issues will require policymakers to think less about ensuring that their model of regulation
is adopted globally and more about achieving interoperability among different governance
approaches.33
Because members have made little progress in trade talks at the WTO, the US, EU, and other countries
have begun to use bilateral and regional free trade agreements (FTAs) to address e-commerce and other
Internet issues. (These bilateral or region- al agreements have many of the same problems mentioned
above.)The US, EU, and Canada also use their free trade agreements to prod other governments to
adopt a similar approach to regulation and enforcement. Thus, some observers see these agreements as
governance agreements.34 Table 1 summarizes how the US, EU, and Canada address Internet issues in
their trade agreements.

Table 1. Case Study Free Trade Agreements: Provisions that can enhance (+) or reduce (--) Internet
openness*
EU

Intellectual Property
RightsProvisions

Privacy

Strong enforcement : +/(Actionable provisions)

USA

Canada

Strong enforcement : +/(Actionable provisions)

Encourage cooperation : +/(No binding language)

Human/consumer right : +/- Consumer right : +/- (No
(No binding language)
binding language)

Human/consumer right : +/(No binding language)

Free Flow

Free flow : + (Proposed
binding language)

Server Location

No restrictions : + (Proposed
binding language)

Cross border data flows : +
(No binding language)

*All tables and charts are from the policy brief “Can Trade Policy Set Information Free?: Trade Agreements,
Internet Governance, and Internet Freedom,” by Susan Ariel Aaronson with Miles D. Townes,
http://www.gwu.edu/~iiep/governance/taig/CanTradePolicySetInformationFreeFINAL.pdf

We divide this chapter into the major issues surrounding trade policy and the Internet, and then
compare the 3 trade giants’ respective approaches to these issues.
Free Flow of Information and Server Location — Should trade agreements delineate clear exceptions
to the free flow of information?
Free Flow and Server Location Provisions: US
The US is home to the world’s largest and most influential Internet industries, and not surprisingly these
companies have organized to influence trade policies and agreements. Google was the first company to
argue that government restrictions on data flows and server location requirements might be a barrier to
trade.35 But Google was not the only company concerned with this issue: manufacturers and retailers
also use data to cut costs, raise quality of services, and optimize energy use. In 2011, the National
Foreign Trade Council, an export-oriented lobbying group with a diverse membership of multinational
manufacturers, banks, and tech companies, called for provisions to facilitate the free flow of information
and to challenge restrictions on the flow of information as trade barriers.36 Soon thereafter, the US
Trade Representative (USTR), who negotiates trade agreements for the US, began to develop language
to encourage the free flow of information as well as policies to thwart “data protectionism.”

US policymakers had many reasons to be responsive to these firms. When governments restrict
information flows, companies have fewer viewers and customers for their sites, content, and apps.
Moreover, the US has been one of the leading advocates for Internet freedom and recognized that
policies designed to facilitate the free flow of information could have spillovers for individuals.
If policymakers included these provisions in trade agreements with developing countries, policymakers
might gradually learn to value the open Internet. Yet US policymakers do not argue that facilitating the
free flow of information will enhance Internet freedom and openness. Instead, policymakers make
economic arguments; they stress that countries open to the free flow of information will grow faster, be
more productive and receive more investment.37 This strategy makes sense, as developing countries are
more likely to be responsive to economic rather than human rights arguments. However, because
policymakers have not linked free flow provisions to efforts to maintain Internet openness and freedom,
US Internet trade policy seems incoherent and disconnected from US Internet foreign policy.
Although US trade agreements have long included language related to e-commerce,38 the US and the
Republic of Korea were the first states to include principles related to Internet openness and Internet
stability in the electronic commerce chapter of the US/Korea FTA.39 The language in this FTA was
extensive. First, the two nations agreed to accept electronic signatures and included provisions designed
to protect consumers online.40 Second, the two nations agreed to encourage the free flow of
information. Article 15.8 of the agreement says “the Parties shall endeavor to refrain from imposing or
maintaining unnecessary barriers to electronic information flows across borders.”41 However, this
provision does not forbid the use of such barriers, nor does it define necessary or unnecessary barriers.
Hence the reader does not know if legitimate online exceptions to free flow such as cyber-security
measures or privacy regulations are necessary or not. It is unclear if one party could use this language to
challenge another party’s use of such barriers. Moreover, a party could always justify using such barriers
under WTO exceptions to protect national security (the Chinese argument) or to protect public morals
(the Russian argument).
In 2011 the US proposed actionable language in the Trans-Pacific Partnership, a regional-Asia-Pacific
trade agreement being negotiated by 12 countries, which could enhance Internet openness. In 2012 at
George Washington University, Deputy Assistant USTR for Telecommunications Policy Jonathan McHale
noted that the USTR suggested rules that would allow data, as a default, to flow freely across borders.42
The US wants to include language obligating TPP countries not to block the cross-border transfer of
inbound and outbound data over the Internet. Additionally, the US has pushed rules prohibiting
countries from requiring that data servers to be located in their country as a business condition; as well
as provisions allowing businesses to operating in countries via e-commerce platforms, without
establishing a commercial presence in the country.43
Officials from some of the TPP parties have not responded enthusiastically to these provisions. Some
countries in the negotiation, such as Vietnam, have extensive restrictions on the Internet. Moreover,
some TPP countries and individuals fear that this requirement that e-commerce platforms not be
located at home is a national security issue.44 Australia and New Zealand are concerned that foreign
server locations could undermine their citizens’ privacy rights. According to Inside US Trade, in

September 2012, Australia tabled alternative language to ensure that the data-flow proposal would be
consistent with its privacy laws. Australia wants TPP countries to put in place restrictions on the free
flow of data, as long as the country can justify that they are not disguised barriers to trade. As of
October 2012, seven of the nine countries negotiating supposedly prefer this approach.45 The US
responded to Australian demands by proposing a more ad hoc strategy, which adheres to the AsiaPacific Economic Cooperation Privacy Framework: firms could develop their own strategies to guard
sensitive data, but each government would make this commitment enforceable through domestic
institutions, such as the FTC in the US.46 As of this writing, TPP negotiators have not yet found language
that all the countries can accept.47
The US may be encountering significant opposition to free flow provisions because the US and some of
its TPP negotiating partners have different positions on the role of privacy, approaches to regulating
privacy, and attitudes regarding the free flow of information. As noted above, the US wants to ensure
data can flow freely across borders with only narrow exceptions. However, Australia, New Zealand, and
Canada have made protection of privacy rather than the free flow of information a top priority for
international rules governing cross border information flows. Meanwhile, countries such as Malaysia
and Vietnam have not yet developed regulations to balance privacy and free flow; the US hopes that the
TPP will influence these regulations and enhance the free flow of information.48
Members of Congress and activist groups are also concerned about these provisions and the TPP in
general. In June 2012, some 131 members of Congress criticized USTR’s strategy on the negotiations and
asked for additional consultations.49 While generally supportive of the objective of free flow, these
legislators are concerned about how the US negotiates in the age of the Internet; they want a more
transparent and open process. Six months later, Senator Ron Wyden laid out a “freedom to compete”
agenda that centered on promoting free flow domestically through legislation, and globally through
trade.50 First, he called for barring Internet service providers (ISPs) from slowing users’ connections in
order to discriminate against content providers. Next he called for limits on the ability of ISPs to cap user
data. Third, he promoted legislation that would penalize false representations, but strengthen Fair Use,
and enhance due process and for seizures of property. Finally, he stated that Congress should provide
the Obama Administration with statutory negotiating instructions that it seek open Internet disciplines
in all trade discussions. Meanwhile, some activists argue that these free flow provisions are outweighed
by the copyright provisions in the TPP, which they believe unfairly punish netizens for sharing
copyrighted information on the web.51 Activists in Australia, New Zealand, Canada and Mexico are also
organizing to express their concerns about the Internet provisions proposed for the TPP.52
Free flow provisions: Canada and the EU
Although Canada’s recent FTAs contain some language designed to encourage cross-border data flows,
the language is not binding. Canada has included provisions on a permanent moratorium on customs
duties applied to digital products delivered electronically, as well as on transparency, protection of
consumers and personal information, and cooperation in the electronic commerce chapters of its
previous agreements.53 In the 2011 Canada-Colombia FTA, Canada notes the importance of “(a) clarity,
transparency and predictability in their domestic regulatory frameworks in facilitating… electronic

commerce; (b) encouraging self-regulation by the private sector to promote trust and confidence in
electronic commerce, ensuring that…electronic commerce policy takes into account the interest of all
stakeholders; and (f) protecting personal information in the on-line environment.” Canada’s recent FTAs
also state that “each Party shall endeavor to guard against measures that unduly hinder trade
conducted by electronic means.” Finally, the parties agree to cooperate to maintain cross-border flows
of information.54 The EU has not included free flow of information language in its recent trade
agreements.
Trade officials from both Canada and the EU say that despite their support for Internet freedom, their
countries would not include actionable provisions regarding the free flow of information and/or server
location language in trade agreements. In July 2013 the Canadian Chamber of Commerce, in partnership
with the US Chamber of Commerce, began to push for new data standards in future free-trade deals,
beginning with the Trans-Pacific Partnership. The effort was designed to stamp out policies that the
organizations labeled “digital protectionism,” such as internet censorship and domestic data storage
laws. Meanwhile, Canadian Privacy Commissioner Jennifer Stoddart expressed her support for a major
overhaul of the federal Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA), in
order to develop more adequate policies related to cloud computing, data mining software, government
surveillance, and cyber threats.55
Under current EU policy, data may not enter or leave the Europe unless the destination has privacy
standards on par with the EU. The EU has classified America’s privacy standards as below those of the
EU, so as a result a ‘Safe Harbor Agreement’ is in place allowing data to flow only to companies that
show privacy standards equivalent to Europe. However, Edward Snowden revealed that many of the
companies within the Safe Harbor Agreement were providing personal data to the United States
government. As a result, some policymakers in the European Union have expressed deep skepticism of
America’s insistence on free flow provisions.56 In the EU, personal information and privacy go hand-inhand. While the US plans to push for strong free flow provisions in TTIP,57 US policymakers may struggle
to convince European trade officials that free flow, data protection and surveillance can all be
accommodated without undermining basic rights.
In recent years the US, EU, and Canada have also relied on voluntary principles, or soft law, to guide
their work on the free flow of information and server location issues. In April 2012, the US and the
European Union signed a set of non-binding trade-related principles for information and communication
technology (ICT) services. The principles address commercial issues such as transparency, open
networks, cross- border information flows, and the digital divide, but say nothing per se about Internet
freedom or the broader regulatory context to facilitate Internet openness.58 Meanwhile the EU and
Canada have been negotiating a free trade agreement since October 2009. The negotiators will address
intellectual property and cross-border trade in services, but are unlikely to discuss free flow language or
Internet freedom.59 Finally, as part of the Security and Prosperity Partnership of North America, the US,
Canada, and Mexico signed “A Framework of Common Principles for Electronic Commerce” in June
2005, in which they agreed to “identify, monitor and address impediments to the free flow of
information that unnecessarily impede cross-border trade or impose an unreasonable burden on the

business community.”60 However, here too they made no mention of Internet freedom or the broader
regulatory context that supports Internet openness.
US efforts to advance the free flow of information with language in trade agreements have long met opposition from some trade partners who fear that this strategy could make it harder for their
governments to protect other important goals, such as privacy. These difficulties have been
compounded by the June 2013 revelations of NSA snooping. Although the free flow of information could
have positive spillovers for market actors online, efforts to promote it have remained ensnared. One of
the biggest roadblocks to an agreement on the free flow of information comes from concerns about
privacy.
Data Protection Laws, Privacy, and Trade — Should trade agreements regulate private information
crossing borders?
In 2010, Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg said that “privacy is dead” because of the Internet.61
Zuckerberg may be wrong; netizens increasingly demand that governments protect their data online. As
consumers and citizens, they are both winners and losers when information is collected, processed, and
analyzed across borders.62 They benefit from cheaper and greater access to information; but their
information may not be secure. As Canada’s Privacy Commissioner stressed, “Individuals throughout the
world rely on common information and communication technologies; they share information, videos
and photos using a few highly popular social networking platforms; they play online games using the
same platforms and they conduct searches using the same search engines. As a result, when one of
these global companies…experiences a privacy breach (as we witnessed with Sony’s PlayStation
Network in 2011), millions of people worldwide can be affected.”63
Nonetheless, netizens are learning to monitor their privacy and demanding that governments protect
their rights online. A 2010 survey of 5,400 adult users from 13 countries found some 84 percent of those
polled are concerned about issues related to online security. Some 58 percent are concerned about
being misled by inaccurate information or lies.64 Under international human rights law, individuals have
a right to privacy and to shield their information from use or misuse by others. Privacy is both a human
and a consumer right. Individuals who have experienced identity fraud may find themselves with lower
credit scores, stigma, stress, and discrimination. Organizations that lose personal data may experience
negative publicity, distrust, and lawsuits.65 However, barriers to trust are also barriers to access. As
privacy is an issue of trust among online market actors, policymakers in the three case study countries
have tried to balance protecting privacy with rules governing cross-border data flows.
The US, EU and Canada have different definitions of privacy and distinct strategies to protect it. The US
sees privacy as a consumer right. The EU and Canada see privacy as both a human and consumer right.66
The EU uses an extensive system of regulation that has broad effects on other nations’ approaches to
privacy. The United States uses a sectoral approach that relies on a mix of legislation regulation, and
business self-regulation; recent US laws, including Sarbanes-Oxley, contain minimal guarantees of an
individual’s right not to have personal or confidential information exposed online.67

US, EU and Canadian policymakers recognize that trade is being distorted by the many different
approaches to privacy. Some 100 countries have adopted regulations addressing cross-border data
flows, although many major trading nations such as the US, China, India, and Brazil do not have such
laws. The US Department of Commerce did a study in 2009 of business concerns around data privacy
and found six challenges: 1) restrictions on transferring data between jurisdictions; 2) the lack of a
recognized US privacy authority to represent the interests of US industry and citizens internationally; 3)
difficulty providing a clear articulation of the US approach 4) obstacles to implementing global
information management systems given conflicting foreign requirements; 5) jurisdictional ambiguity and
security concerns over data held in the cloud; and 6) significant costs to track and comply with data
protection laws in each country. Respondents also noted gaps in protection for consumers whose data
are transferred across borders, since it is not always clear who has jurisdiction over data and what
protections exist for foreign consumers.68 Given this confusion, the OECD has tried to find common
ground and interoperability among these various approaches to privacy and regulation of cross- border
data flows.69 In 1980, the members of the OECD issued the first guidelines for privacy regulations which
delineated rights and responsibilities for governments, consumers, citizens, and companies transferring
and processing data across borders.70 Although the three trade giants are members of the OECD, they
have favored their own approach to privacy when making trade policies. We begin with the EU system,
which has become increasingly influential around the world.
Privacy: EU
The European Union has been an early leader in global efforts to advance privacy online. All 28 EU
member states are also members of the Council of Europe, a group of 47 European countries, and as
such, they are required to secure the protection of personal data under human rights law.71 Every EU
citizen has the right to personal data protection and firms can only collect that data under specific
conditions.72 The EU also requires member states to investigate privacy violations.73
The European Commission’s Directive on Data Protection went into effect in October 1998, and it
prohibits the transfer of personal data to non-European Union countries that do not meet the European
Union (EU) “adequacy” standard for privacy protection. The EU requires other countries to create
independent government data protection agencies, register databases with those agencies, and in some
instances the EC must grant prior approval before personal data processing may begin. To bridge these
differences in regulatory strategy, the US Department of Commerce in consultation with the European
Commission developed a “safe harbor” framework.74

The International Spillovers of Data Protection Laws
International privacy and data protection laws have not been made interoperable. Transborder
data flows involve many computers communicating on a decentralized network via a wide range of
platforms including social networks, search engines, and cloud computing. Personal data may be at
risk when it travels across borders.
Over 60 countries have adopted data protection or privacy laws that regulate the flow of information
on the Internet (and other ICT platforms).
Data protection regulations and laws have:
Different objectives: Some are designed to be legally-binding human rights instruments; others such
as the APEC Privacy Framework are designed to facilitate electronic commerce.
Different rationales: To prevent circumvention of national data protection and privacy laws;
guarding against data processing risks in other countries; to address difficulties in asserting data
protection and privacy rights abroad; and enhancing online consumer confidence.
Different legal reach: some geographically based, others extraterritorial. If data is stored in the cloud
in other countries, it may be hard for individuals to exercise their rights.
Different ‘default position’: Some give regulators limited power to block data flows; others proceed
from the assumption that personal data may not flow outside the jurisdiction unless a legal basis is
present.
Different approaches to dealing with ISP: (Internet service providers) and diverse legal liability.
Result: Little regulatory efficiency or consistency. OECD suggests creating a default rule for
transborder data flows, but it must incorporate human rights, trade, consumer protection, etc.
Source: Christopher Kuner, “Regulation of Transborder Data Flows under Data Protection and Privacy law: Past
Present and future,” OECD Digital Economy Paper, no. 187, pp. 1-18, 22, 24, 30.

The EU Directive has had an effect on trade. Because of the importance of cross-border data flows to
and from the 27 EU members, some nations such as India and China are weighing how to make their
laws interoperable with EU privacy provisions.75 Meanwhile, other countries such as the Philippines have
adopted EU data protection policies.76
Some observers of the EU approach assert that the EU focuses on process rather than outcomes, or on
promoting “effective good data protection practices.”77 The EC has decided to update its data protection
rules to meet changes in technology and increased public concern about privacy.78 After obtaining
extensive public comment, the European Commission released its proposed regulation in January of
2012. This regulation, as originally proposed by European Commission staff, includes language granting a

right to be forgotten, meaning companies must delete data at the request of consumers; individuals
must directly give their consent for data processing; individuals will have easier access to their own data;
and companies and organizations will have to notify individuals of serious data breaches without undue
delay. The EU argued these changes are necessary to “make sure that people’s personal information is
protected, no matter where it is sent, processed or stored, even outside the EU, as may often be the
case on the Internet.” The EU also noted that they will help business by replacing the patchwork of
national rules, lowering costs, cutting red tape and providing “assurances of strong data protection
whilst operating in a single regulatory environment.”
Since its release, the directive has received over 3,000 proposed amendments, significantly delaying its
passage through the Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs Committee. The committee was originally
scheduled to vote on the regulation in April of 2013, but as of this writing had been forced to delay its
vote three times, most recently at its June 19, 2013 meeting.79 In addition to struggling under the weight
of thousands of amendments, the NSA PRISM leaks contributed significantly to the decision to further
delay a future vote. At the committee’s June 19, 2013 meeting European Commission Vice-President
Viviane Reding stated that access by U.S. authorities to the personal data of EU citizens under the PRISM
program could be illegal under international law.80 The revelations also spurred discussion that a clause
on “disclosures not authorized by Union law” should be inserted back into the draft data protection
regulation. The article would forbid companies from handing over the personal data of EU citizens to
non-EU governments, unless the disclosure was done in accordance with a mutual legal assistance treaty
or equivalent agreement.81 As of this writing, the committee’s delay has led to concern that the
regulation would not be able to be adopted before European Parliament elections in May 2014. Failure
to finalize the directive before European Parliament elections could force the entire process to restart.82
Despite its strong support for privacy as both a human and consumer right, the EC has included only
aspirational language on privacy in its free trade agreements. In its Economic Partnership Agreements
with developing countries, Articles 196 and 197 say in part: the parties recognize their “common
interest in protecting fundamental rights and freedoms of natural persons, and in particular, their right
to privacy, with respect to the processing of personal data.”83 In its recent free trade agreements such
as EU/Korea, Chapter 6 of the agreement refers to trade in data, and Article 7.43 of the chapter on
services says that each party should reaffirm its commitment to protect fundamental rights and freedom
of individuals, and adopt adequate safeguards to the protection of privacy.84
Privacy: US
One of the most important factors distinguishing the US from Canada and the EU is that the United
States views privacy as a consumer right, whereas Canada and the EU consider privacy to be a
fundamental human right. And as a result, Canadian and EU citizens have stronger legal protections
against violations of their privacy whether by governments or by corporations. Additionally, in contrast
with the EU and Canada, the US does not have one broad privacy law related to data protection.
Congress has passed several laws such as the Electronic Communications Privacy Act (1986), the
Children’s Online Protection Act (1998) and regulators have issued guidance including the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC) Code of Fair Information Practices Online Report. (The Federal Trade Commission

investigates and enforces many of these privacy policies.) However, these laws have major gaps; they do
not require companies to get informed consent to use personal data, nor do they establish a baseline
commercial data privacy framework. Congress has not been able to find common ground on new
legislation. In February 2012, the White House announced a set of data privacy guidelines titled the
“Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights” and the Department of Commerce convened companies, privacy
advocates and other stakeholders to develop and implement enforceable privacy policies based on this
proposed bill of rights.85 However, no legislation has passed through Congress and become law. The US
has publicly expressed its intent to make its approach to privacy interoperable with the privacy
frameworks of its international partners.86
Since Congress has not written legislation on privacy in cross-border data flows, US officials have worked
to accommodate the strategies of key US trade partners such as the EU. The Department of Commerce
developed the US-EU Safe Harbor Framework, which permits transborder data flows to the United
States for commercial purposes, with FTC enforcement as a backstop. Companies (except financial
institutions and telecommunications common carriers) may apply to qualify for a safe harbor.
Companies that accept the relevant voluntary, enforceable code are safeguarded, so long as their
practices do not deviate from the code’s approved provisions, with a certification. However, those firms
that fail to comply with the code’s provisions could be subject to an enforcement action by the FTC or a
State Attorney General, just as a company’s failure to follow the terms of its privacy policy or other
information practice commitments may lead to investigation and enforcement under current US
policy.87 The US also has a safe harbor provision with Switzerland and is a supporter of the APEC Privacy
framework which requires business to self-regulate.88 Since the June 2013 NSA leaks however, the EU
has called into question whether Safe Harbor provisions go far enough toward protecting EU citizens. In
July of 2013 the European Parliament passed a resolution calling on the European Commission to
conduct a full review of the US-EU Safe Harbor agreement, in order to determine whether data passed
onto the NSA by private US companies was in violation of the standards.89
While the US has included language related to consumer protection in past FTAs, it has not historically
included specific privacy language. E-commerce chapters like those for the US/Panama agreement
include general statements that the parties recognize the importance of protecting consumers online,
and will cooperate on privacy;90 however, these chapters do not contain specific mechanisms or policies
for enforcing privacy standards. Nonetheless, that strategy may change due to US-EU TTIP negotiations.
The US and the EU are discussing areas for regulatory coherence in TTIP negotiations, and issues of
privacy and data flows are among them. The United States wants to include rules that will ease the flow
of data between the two parties.91 However, the EU has stated that while they are willing to discuss the
issue, they will under no circumstances lower their own standards for data privacy.92 How the two sides
ultimately reconcile their positions will have a large effect on business, security, and private citizens.
Privacy: Canada
Canada has developed strong national and provincial privacy protections. Canada’s national privacy
legislation, the Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA), went into effect
in 2001. The legislation established a new Privacy Commissioner who reports to the Parliament and

works to protect Canadians’ privacy rights.93 Each Canadian province also has privacy commissioners
who have specific oversight responsibilities including investigating, providing guidance, promoting
proactive disclosure, and educating the public.94
Privacy Canada has issued guidelines related to PIPEDA, noting that the legislation does not prohibit
organizations in Canada from transferring personal information to an organization in another
jurisdiction for processing. Under the law, “a transfer for processing is a ‘use’ of the information; it is not
a disclosure.” Canadian firms are supposed to advise customers that their personal information may be
sent to another jurisdiction for processing and that while the information is in another jurisdiction it may
be accessed by the courts, law enforcement, and national security authorities.95 Canadians seem
increasingly reassured by these policies. According to the Privacy Commissioner’s report to Parliament in
2011, public opinion surveys commissioned by the Office of the Privacy Commissioner, “the proportion
of Canadians saying they feel they have less protection of their personal privacy in daily life than a
decade previously has declined, from 71 percent in 2006 to 61 percent in 2011.”96
Canada, like the EU, has not developed actionable language regarding privacy in its trade agreements.
The signatories simply agree to cooperate on data privacy and consumer confidence. Article 1506:
Protection of Personal Information says: “1. Each Party should adopt or maintain laws, regulations or
administrative measures for the protection of personal information of users engaged in electronic
commerce and 2. The Parties should exchange information and experiences regarding their domestic
regimes for the protection of personal information.”97
Although policymakers are beginning to address the privacy impact of data flows in trade agreements,
the three trade giants have not found common ground on the trade spillovers of privacy rules. For
example, some Canadian agencies have refused to send information to the US through email or data
flows; they are concerned that such outsourcing could undermine Canada’s security.98 Many Canadians
also believe their data can be put at risk by the U.S. government because of Patriot Act data
requirements. Hence in 2004, the province of British Columbia passed legislation to restrict the
disclosure of personal information outside Canada and expand the scope of personal liability and
sanctions for contraventions of the BC legislation. The law required public bodies to ensure that
personal information “in its custody or under its control is stored only in Canada and accessed only in
Canada.”99 In 2006, Nova Scotia established similar requirements. Quebec and Alberta also established
provincial laws attempting to delineate when and how personal information controlled by public bodies
could be shared.100 More recently, Canada’s provincial privacy commissioners expressed concerns that a
new Canada-US perimeter security action plan could undermine Canada’s privacy protections.101
Like the EC, Canada has made privacy a priority, but in contrast with the EU it has not attempted to
export its approach. However, the privacy commission recognizes that Canadian officials will need to
find ways to ensure that Canada’s approach to privacy is workable beyond Canada’s borders.102
Taken together, these different approaches to privacy may or may not distort trade, but they are
creating regulatory incoherence. Policymakers are trying to make these approaches interoperable. As a

result, privacy rules designed to promote trust among market actors online may both distort trade and,
without intent, undermine Internet openness.

Intellectual Property Rights Enforcement — Can trade agreements protect online property rights and
preserve Internet openness?
The Internet has provided new platforms to exchange ideas, songs, news, pictures, and other
information. And as the rise of Facebook, Pinterest, Weibo, and Twitter reveal, people love to share
online. However, when netizens share copyrighted information online, they may violate the rights of
content creators.103
Under US, EU, and Canadian intellectual property law, individuals can obtain limited exclusive rights to
whatever economic reward the market may provide for their creations. These intellectual property
rights (IPRs) provide a foundation with which intangible ideas generate tangible benefits to firms and
workers. These rights are enforceable through government action and the courts. They are also
enforceable through the WTO in an agreement called the Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS).104 This agreement helped reduce non-tariff trade barriers stemming
from different IPR regimes and it also established transparency standards that require all members to
publish laws, regulations and decisions on intellectual property. However, policymakers did not design
copyright laws with an understanding of how people would share information online.105 The US and EU
approach to protecting IPR online is causing conflicts among high tech firms, between netizens and their
governments, as shown by the ACTA debate, between firms and their customers, and in trade relations,
as with the US and Canada.
IPR provisions: United States
Policymakers designed US copyright laws to protect rights holders, to encourage the creation of new
knowledge, and to protect intermediaries. First, individuals can use a copyrighted work for purposes
such as criticism, comment, news reporting, parody and satire, teaching, scholarship, or research according to the “fair use” doctrine created by the US Copyright Act of 1976.106 Software developers,
educational institutions, Internet search portals and others depend on ‘fair use’ to provide or adapt
information for consumers, students, and users.107 Several analysts have shown that these ‘fair use’
provisions contribute to economic growth because individuals and firms learn from and build on the
work of others.108 Some other countries have ‘fair use’ including Singapore, the Philippines, Korea,
Malaysia and Israel, while the UK, Canada, and Australia use the concept of ‘fair dealing, which are not
as broad or as flexible as the exceptions under fair use.’109 Secondly, the US recognizes that
intermediaries should generally not be held liable for copyrighted material that is posted online. Hence,
the US has laws that allow rights holders to petition intermediaries to take down infringing materials.
Intermediaries are supposed to comply with these takedown requests in a transparent manner that
follows US norms of due process.110

Because Congress has made the protection of IPR online a priority for domestic law and trade
negotiations, the US includes extensive language related to IPR in its trade agreements.111 However, the
IPR chapters do not always include all the attributes of US copyright laws. Moreover, other countries
have different approaches to protecting IPR and judging infringement.
The US Trade Representative has developed increasingly stringent enforcement language in its trade
agreements. For example, in the US/Chile FTA (which went into force in 2004), each country is supposed to develop its own procedures for notice and takedown through an open and transparent process
set forth in domestic law, for effective notifications of claimed infringement, and for effective counternotifications by those whose material is removed or disabled through mistake or misidentification. The
US also prevents FTA partners from using copyright limitations and exceptions in order to allow for the
retransmission of television signals over the Internet without the authorization of both the rights holder
of the content and the rights holder of the signal.112
In recent FTAs such as Korea, the US requires its FTA partners to provide copyright terms of 70 years (20
beyond the WTO requirement), and to make it illegal for companies or individuals to circumvent
protection of copyrighted work. For example, the IPR chapter in the US/Korea free trade agreement
contains 35 pages of obligations which delineate ‘fair use’ for research and non-infringing good faith
activities related to online copyright. These provisions also delineate how content holders can inform
service providers of materials that are supposedly infringing, as well as a due process strategy for those
who claim they were mistakenly accused of infringement. The agreement includes several side letters
addressing Internet service provider obligations, copyright infringement on university campuses,
enforcement against online piracy, and patent linkage. Korea also agreed to issue a policy directive
establishing clear jurisdiction for effective enforcement against online piracy.113 In the US proposal for
TPP, the provision requires an Internet service provider, ISP, to notify a user if it has posted infringing
content and to take action against that subscriber’s use of its service if the user does not take down the
site.114
US policymakers recognize that language protecting online copyright in FTAs will not be sufficient to
prevent online privacy. The US has only 19 FTAs in force and some not only contain less extensive IPR
commitments, but were signed before the development of new file-sharing technologies. Hence, the US
has implemented a wide range of other enforcement strategies.115 First, a senior US official now serves
as the Intellectual Property Enforcement Coordinator in the White House.116 Her office reports on
threats to US intellectual property from criminal violation.117 Secondly, the US also conducts an annual
review of its trade partners’ IPR policies and practices. It creates a list of countries that don’t offer
“adequate and effective” protection of IPR, or “fair and equitable” market access to United States
persons that rely upon intellectual property rights.118 Thirdly, the US also lists countries and web sites as
“notorious markets” in which pirated or counterfeit goods are reportedly available.119 However, the US
Congressional Research Service reports this approach is not deterring online piracy.120 The US
government and US firms have sued users and file sharing sites.121 The US has also taken steps to move
the reach of US law beyond its borders, targeting middlemen who set up web sites that share links to
free access to copyright material across borders, such as Megaupload, and charging these individuals or

companies with violating the Digital Millennium Copyright Act.122 However, legal scholars and the courts
are debating whether the law has extraterritorial application.123
Finally, the US was a major force behind a new treaty designed to bolster enforcement of IPR online. The
Anti-counterfeiting Trade Agreement (ACTA) was signed by the United States, Australia, Canada, Korea,
Japan, New Zealand, Morocco, and Singapore on October 1, 2011.The negotiating countries agreed that
counterfeiting has huge economic costs and can lead to consumers purchasing substandard goods.
However, some activists and Internet industry representatives in the US and around the world have
argued that ACTA takes too punitive an approach towards enforcement, and by so doing could
undermine the open Internet.124
Although the executives of both the EU and the US accepted ACTA, the EU Parliament and the 27 EU
member states have not agreed to this treaty. After street and online protests, several EU governments
announced that they no longer support ACTA.125 In late February of 2012, the European Commission
announced that it was suspending consideration of the agreement and referred it to the European Court
of Justice.126 In July 2012, the European Parliament voted against ACTA. The European Economic and
Social Commission, an arm of the EU summarized European concerns, “ACTA's approach is aimed at
further strengthening the position of rights holders vis-à-vis the 'public'…whose fundamental rights
(privacy, freedom of information, secrecy of correspondence, presumption of innocence) are becoming
increasingly undermined by laws that are heavily biased in favour of content distributors… Copyright
pirates are perfectly capable of eluding any form of control on the flow of data on the Internet.”127
Meanwhile, although the US Trade Representative insists Congress does not have to approve ACTA,
some members of Congress disagree.128
In 2011, several members of Congress proposed legislation (SOPA and PIPA) to further protect copyrights on the Internet. Although the two bills were slightly different, they both required Internet service
providers to shut down foreign web sites where copyrights were violated.129 Although neither bill became law, they raised concerns in the US and abroad about extraterritoriality and due process. In
conjunction with the debate over ACTA, the bills encouraged a broad public questioning about the effect
of strong online copyright enforcement on the open Internet.
Meanwhile, in late 2011, Senator Ron Wyden and Representative Darrell Issa proposed a new approach,
where content owners would ask the International Trade Commission to investigate whether a foreign
web site profited from privacy. The foreign web site could rebut the claim to the Commission.
If the Commission ruled for the copyright holder, it could direct payment firms to stop doing business
with the web site; it could not shut down the site only to determine infringement. The legislators who
developed this strategy also created a web site where they answer public questions on the bill and
encourage citizens to mark up and improve the legislation.130 The bill’s proponents argue, “By
approaching online infringement as an international trade issue, we are forced to consider not just ways
to stop online infringement, but how the policies we enact impact things like cyber security, efforts to
promote digital exports and international diplomacy. Moreover because norms established in the US are
likely to be advanced and replicated around the world, it is important that the US carefully consider how

the policies it adopts are translated and received by other countries.”131 Although the Wyden-Issa bill
did not receive a vote in either the House or the Senate, it marked the first time that US policymakers
weighed the broader regulatory context of Internet policies and how such policies might affect Internet
openness.
America’s current approach to protecting online copyright has many problems. First, the US demands
that its trade partners focus funds and energy on enforcement, but this strategy does little to build
public understanding and support for protecting copyright online. Secondly, the US strategy relies
heavily on intermediaries to police the Internet for copyright violations. Although intermediaries such as
Google, Twitter, and Facebook have a mission of facilitating Internet openness and information
exchange; under this strategy these intermediaries must monitor their customers. Companies are
struggling to achieve this balance. Google provides a prominent example: every month it issues a
takedown report, noting that it complies with over 90 percent of requests.132 In May, 2012, Google said
it had received 1.24 million requests from 1,296 copyright owners for removal, targeting 24,129
domains.133 However, by July of 2013 that number had risen to 14 million takedown requests per month
from 3,256 copyright owners, targeting 36,864 domains.134 Although the company is extremely
transparent, Google does not explain how and why it complied in one case and refused to comply in
another.
Thirdly, the US approach does not consistently provide due process for individuals or firms accused of
violating US copyright. Some countries use administrative or judicial procedures to decide what should
be taken down and when. France and Spain have government agencies decide these issues, whereas in
Chile the courts decide. The US Trade Representative has not favored this approach because it can be
time consuming and may yield different results for copyright holders. For example, in the 2012 Special
301 report, USTR urged Chile to “to amend its Internet service provider liability regime to permit
effective action against piracy over the Internet.”135
The US is increasingly encountering pushback abroad towards its online copyright policies. Some critics
argue that the strategy lacks transparency, accountability and an independent appeals mechanism. They
are seeking legal recourse. In both Canada and France, the courts have upheld the right to download
and copy music and films, but did not clarify how many people can share these copies or downloads.136
In Colombia, a US FTA partner, two Senators recently filed lawsuits against copyright revisions to
Colombian law, which were adopted to bring Colombia’s laws into compliance with the US/ Colombia
FTA. The lawsuits make the case that the Colombian law restricts the rights of Internet users to access
and disclose information as well as their rights to privacy under Colombian law.137
IPR Provisions: EU
Like the United States, the European Union has strong and influential industries that have demanded a
robust approach to protecting copyright online. But the 27 nations of the EU do not have a uniform
approach to addressing this issue. Each European country makes its own decisions about when to
remove content for violations of IPR.

Citizens in many European countries have become concerned about the focus on IPR enforcement and
the implications of this strategy for an open Internet. In 2006, the Swedish government arrested the
operators of the Pirate Bay, a file-sharing site. In response, European citizens organized both civil society
groups and a political party, the Pirate Party, to rethink IPR. Pirate parties exist today in multiple EU
countries. They argue that the copyright system needs major reform, which can’t be done without
addressing access, data retention, privacy and other related issues holistically.138 In 2009 Sweden
elected two Pirate Party members to the European Parliament.139 In addition, Pirate Party candidates
have been elected to the national legislature in Iceland140 and the Czech Republic,141 and hold several
seats in state Parliaments in Germany.142
Given widening criticism of its approach to online IPR, the European Commission, the Executive branch
of the EU, hopes to develop an updated EU-wide approach. On June 6, 2012, the European Commission
kicked off an EU-wide public consultation.143 Officials asked individuals and firms to comment on the
failings of the current regime, such as notification procedures, the legal uncertainties of 27 different
domestic legal regimes, and the potential for abuse where legal content is the subject of a takedown
request.144 However, the UK, Denmark, Slovenia, Belgium, Hungary and Sweden are opposed to EU-wide
regulation and prefer to have a directive, which would allow common rules and maintain individual state
flexibility in administering online IPR.145
Although member states decide their own policies for when and how to protect IPR online, the EC
makes trade policy for the member states and it develops the language in trade agreements. In 2005,
the EC decided that it needed a new strategy to protect IPR online. The EC aimed to reduce IPR
violations in third countries, make the enforcement clauses in future bilateral or bi-regional agreements
more operational, to clearly define what the EU regards as the highest international standards in this
area, and what kind of efforts it expects from its trading partners. Trade officials acknowledged that
because it is difficult to detect the origin of the IPR violation and to effectively protect copyright, “EU
policies should strive to improve the effectiveness and coordination of the police, the courts, the
customs and the administration in general. It is also essential to ensure that the legal framework
provides for deterrent sanctions.”146 Like the US, the EC is focused on enforcement, but policymakers
also recognize that they must support government capacity to detect and enforce copyright violations
online.
The EU began to make these changes in its Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs — trade
agreements with developing countries), such as EU-Cariforum, as well as its recent free trade
agreements. The EU included rules on the liability of Internet service providers in its draft FTA between
the EU and ASEAN and in EU-Korea Free Trade Agreement.147 To meet its obligations to the EU, Korea
changed its laws regarding fair use by online service providers to include acting as a conduit, caching,
hosting, and information search. Korea also clarified exceptions to the prohibition against circumvention
of technical protection measures online.148
As noted above, the EU and Canada are also negotiating an FTA known as the Comprehensive Economic
and Trade Agreement (CETA). In July of 2012 Dr. Michael Geist, professor of Internet and E-Commerce
Law at the University of Ottawa, leaked a copy of CETA’s intellectual property chapter. The document, a

draft chapter from February 2012, contained many provisions that directly copied language from
ACTA.149 Since ACTA had been defeated in the European Parliament just one week before the leak, the
document caused controversy throughout the European Union. Opponents claimed it would become
“ACTA through the backdoor” and that it undermined the will of the European people and their
democratically-elected representatives.150 Two particularly contentious provisions involved verbatim
copies of Articles 27.3 and 27.4 of ACTA.151 The first, Article 27.3, promoted “cooperative efforts within
the business community to effectively address trademark and copyright or related rights infringement.”
The second, Article 27.4, gave countries the authority to force Internet service providers to disclose the
identities of copyright-infringing customers.152 Opponents believed that both sections had a high
potential to be abused, and that they could lead to violations of privacy.153 Just two days after the leak,
John Clancy, an EU spokesperson, confirmed via Twitter that the leaked text was real, but that the two
articles were no longer part of the chapter.154 However, concerns remained among CETA’s opponents
due to the lack of transparency in the negotiating process. As a result, in February of 2013 the European
Commission released a factsheet dismissing the idea that CETA could become a backdoor ACTA, and
reassuring EU citizens that the CETA was not aiming to raise the level of protection or enforcement of
IPR beyond the rules that were already applied in the EU.155
IPR Provisions: Canada
Canada recently updated its copyright laws to meet the demands of new technologies.156
Parliamentarians began this process by examining demands for takedowns and found the vast majority
of copyright infringement notices are sent either by US studios, representing movies, music, and
television content, or software publishers, or by agents operating on their behalf. Policymakers learned
that less than two percent of notices could be attributed to Canadian copyright holders.157 Canada
ultimately changed its policy to require ISPs to warn the potential infringer that posted the material
rather than requiring the ISP to take down materials (notice and notice).
Canada also has a different approach to fair use, which it calls ‘fair dealing’. It allows broad exemptions
for non-commercial purposes such as education and parody. The Canadian courts have broadly
interpreted fair dealing online.158 The Canadian Supreme Court views teachers as well as ISPs as conduits
of information.159
In general, Canada does not include IPR language in its free trade agreements, but rather encourages
cooperation on IPR issues, as it did in the Canada/Colombia FTA.160
The Future Direction of Strategies to Enforce Online IPR
The public in the US and abroad have not generally been supportive of the US focus on enforcement.
Although most web users recognize that when they breach copyright they are stealing, many web users
believe that it is ethical to download music and other copyrighted/trademarked items. A recent
American Assembly poll found American Internet users oppose copyright enforcement when it intrudes
on personal rights and freedoms. Some 57 percent oppose blocking or filtering if those measures block
legal content, although 61 percent of those polled want sites such as Facebook to reject pirated copies
of music and videos.161

Some individuals are not only concerned about the effectiveness of trade policies focused on
enforcement, but about which entities do the enforcing and how that affects human rights. First, when
individuals share infringing information online, they may also be sharing substantial amounts of noninfringing content. Moreover, people who download anonymously may also upload and vice versa.
Internet service providers do not find it easy to figure out who posted what and who downloaded what
(e.g. who is responsible). When corporate officials try to detect copyright violations in these
circumstances they may, without intent, violate user rights to privacy and freedom of expression.162
Policymakers are increasingly responsive to these concerns. For example, the UK and New Zealand are
rethinking their approach to copyright on and offline.163
Thus, the current EU and US strategy for enforcing copyright online may without deliberate intent
reduce Internet openness.

Challenging Internet Regulations as Barriers to Trade — Can trade rules be used to promote
openness?
Barriers to Trade: US
As noted above, the US is not only pushing for language in trade agreements to encourage the free flow
of information, but also taking steps to challenge other countries’ Internet policies as barriers to trade.
Thus far, the US has used naming and shaming, rather than initiate trade disputes. However, in late
2011, the US sent a letter to the Chinese government asking it to explain its Internet policies. Under
paragraph 4 of Article II of the GATS, the US asked China to explain why some foreign sites were
inaccessible in China, who decides when and if a foreign website should be blocked, and if China had an
appeal procedure for such blockage. Although China is required to respond under GATS, the US
supposedly did not receive a formal reply. The US Trade Representative has also studied whether it
could challenge Chinese Internet restrictions as a violation of WTO rules.164 However, the US is unlikely
to take this route, as policymakers would not want to create precedents that could limit the US or its
allies’ ability to restrict access to the Internet for national security reasons.165
The US has also identified privacy rules as a barrier to the free flow of information. For example, in its
2013 report on foreign trade barriers, USTR has argued that British Columbia and Nova Scotia’s privacy
laws discriminate against US suppliers because they require that personal information be stored and
accessed only in Canada.166 USTR claims these laws prevent public bodies from using US services when
personal information could be accessed from or stored in the United States.167 In its 2012 report, the US
also cited Australia’s approach to privacy, noting Australia’s unwillingness to use US companies for
hosting due to concerns about privacy violations.168 In 2013 USTR noted that negative messaging about
US privacy is on the decline, but that it has not disappeared. In July of 2012 a new Australian law
prohibiting the overseas storage of digital health records went into effect.169 The US also complained
about Japan’s uneven approach to privacy and Vietnam’s unclear approach.170 Ironically, the US also
argues that China’s failure to enforce its privacy laws stifles e-commerce.171

In December 2012 the United States extended normal trade relations to Russia and Moldova.172 The law
contains a provision added by the House of Representatives that would expand the scope of the Special
301 report issued by the Office of the US Trade Representative each year. This provision mandates that
the report include a description of laws, policies or practices by the Russian Federation that deny "fair
and equitable treatment" to US digital trade.173
The US is also concerned that some governments have restricted information flows to the US because of
the Patriot Act. USTR notes that “US companies have faced obstacles to winning contracts with EU
governments and private sector customers because of public fears in the EU that any personal data held
by these companies may be collected by US law enforcement agencies. The United States is seeking to
correct misconceptions about US law and practice and to engage with EU stakeholders on how personal
data is protected in the United States.”174 This effort has become more difficult in the face of the NSA
privacy leaks.
Interestingly, Antigua challenged a US barrier to information flows at the WTO. The US allows domestic
online gambling, but claimed that foreign sites could not effectively prevent fraud and money
laundering. Although this objection seems reasonable, the dispute settlement body found the US was
discriminating among foreign and domestic purveyors of internet gambling.175
Barriers to Trade: EU and Canada
In 2010, European Commission Vice President Neelie Kroes told Chinese officials that China’s Internet
censorship is a trade barrier that should be challenged at the WTO. However, the EC never launched a
formal trade dispute.176 The EU does not target other countries privacy policies as trade barriers,
although it does view national security policies as potential barriers to trade. In addition, the EU has
expressed concerns about security policies for telecom equipment in both China and India. The Indian
government asked firms to provide source codes and other sensitive information in case of security
breaches, which led EU officials to express privacy concerns.177 Canadian officials have not challenged
other countries’ privacy policies as barriers to trade.
The US, EU, and Canada have not found common ground on when privacy, national security, and other
considerations can be used to restrict the free flow of information and the location of data servers.
Given these differences, policymakers need greater understanding of what domestic regulations may
distort information flows and data on how these regulations affect trade, e.g. the dollar amounts of
trade distortions.

Promoting Internet Freedom Abroad through Trade — Should policymakers use trade and other
strategies to keep the Internet open?
Export Bans: US and EU
Canada, the EU and the US have often used trade policies, sanctions as well as incentives, to prevent
repressive states from violating the rights of their citizens. However, the 2009 election protests in Iran

and the 2011 protests in Egypt, Tunisia and other Middle Eastern states illuminated how social
networking, cross-border information flows, and platforms such as Twitter could empower activists.178
We also learned that repressive as well as democratic governments could use these platforms and web
infrastructure to suppress dissent and block the free flow of information.179
The three case studies have considerable leverage to keep the web open. Many of these platforms, web
sites, and social networks, as well as the hardware that makes the web possible, are provided or
produced by European, US, and Canadian companies. Many of the US companies are publicly listed and
some European governments including France and Sweden are major investors in companies that export
surveillance and communications equipment.180 To prevent the abuse of these systems, US and EU
officials have sanctioned bad actors and limited access to goods or services that government officials can
use to spy on or monitor their citizens’ activities online. For example, the US strictly controls which
nations can buy Internet filtering tools or information suppression technologies. In July 2012, the US
Department of Commerce added Internet filtering tools and information suppression technologies to
items under strict export controls.181
Unfortunately sanctions can have unanticipated consequences for the citizens that policymakers hope
to assist. In 2012, the Washington Post reported that although these sanctions are supposed to make it
harder for Syrian officials to spy on dissidents, they also make it harder for activists in Syria to
communicate online.182
So far, the US and other nations have not devised a clear approach to using trade incentives or
disincentives. The US Government also said that although it has a wide range of sanctions in place for
Cuba, Iran, and Syria, it will grant licenses to companies that export instant messaging and other
personal Internet services to those countries.183 The US also eliminated export restrictions on “massmarket electronic products with encryption functions such as laptops and cell phones.”184
Interestingly, the US strategy towards Internet openness and trade is being played out as the civil war
rages in Syria. The Syrian government closed off the Internet for many of its citizens on November 29,
2012,185 yet many government sites were in fact accessible because they were hosted by US companies.
The government did so again in a 19-hour nationwide blackout on May 7 – 8, 2013.186 The US
government views such web hosting as a violation of the President’s executive order on Syria,
mentioned above. Ironically, the US is restricting the Internet at home in the interest of punishing the
Syrian government for restricting the Internet abroad. The Department of State claimed this would
promote the ability of Syrians to exercise their freedom of expression, although it is unclear how.187
Canada and European countries also hosted some of these sites. They too must wrestle with how to
protect the web abroad.
Neither the US, EU, or Canada have developed clear guidance for firms as to when they can sell generaluse technologies to repressive states. Some technologies, such as TOR or Blackberry Instant Messenger,
can be deployed for good intent, e.g. to evade governments that abuse human rights. But the same
technologies can be deployed for illegal purposes, such as terrorism, rioting or drug trafficking. Nor have
the three collaborated to develop clear standards regarding whether these technologies can be sold

abroad, when such sales should be monitored, and under what circumstances they should be not be
exported.
Promoting Internet Freedom: US and EU
The US, the EU, and individual EU member states are trying to develop effective strategies to help
activists in repressive states access the Internet and freely express their opinions online. However, the
US and EU have not developed principles regarding when and how they should act on behalf of netizens
outside of the US and EU.
Policymakers acknowledge that all governments block the flow of some information for moral, ethical,
privacy, cyber security or national security reasons. So officials understandably do not want to criticize
the decisions of their democratically elected counterparts. Moreover, although the Internet is an
obvious example of the global commons, where countries must collaborate in the broad public interest,
policymakers from country A are reluctant to interfere in the affairs of country B or C. These
policymakers recognize that they too would not like such interference. Thirdly, policymakers want to
ensure that covert strategies to enhance Internet freedom abroad do not attract extensive attention
and in so doing undermine, rather than increase, the ability of activists abroad to communicate and
collaborate online.
Despite these difficulties, states are devising policies and funding innovative projects to promote
Internet freedom. Sweden, the Netherlands, the EU, and the US are among the most active proponents
of Internet freedom.188 The US brings human rights activists to Geneva, Washington, and Silicon Valley
to meet with fellow activists, as well as US and international government leaders, and members of civil
society and the private sector working on technology and human rights issues.189 The US government
also helped establish the Global Network Initiative, a multisectoral partnership among business, human
rights groups, academics, and other interested parties. The Initiative has developed principles to guide
the information technology industry on how to respect, protect and advance freedom of expression and
privacy when faced with government demands for censorship and disclosure of users’ personal
information.190 Yahoo, Google, Evoca, Folksam, and Microsoft, along with NGOs, churches, and
academics participate in the GNI.
The EU Parliament established a €125 million fund to train and empower bloggers, online journalists and
human rights defenders to circumvent censorship and evade cyber-attacks.191 The EU also set up a
program, “No Disconnect” to provide citizens in non-democratic countries with tools to fight “arbitrary
censorship restrictions and protect against illegitimate surveillance.”192 With EU funding, EC officials are
building a “European Capability for Situational Awareness,” to aggregate and visualize up-to-date
intelligence about the state of the Internet across the world.193 Meanwhile, the US has given $70
million in grants to help citizens of repressive regimes use the Internet. These grants fund technology
that helps these individuals communicate securely and freely.194 However, some individuals have
expressed concern that these technologies are not effective because they can be easily hacked, and they
can be used by criminals as well as activists.195

Although Canada has issued several statements in support of Internet freedom, it has not made this a
foreign policy priority. Despite the importance of the Internet as a platform for trade and for other
sectors, none of the three trade giants uses trade capacity building to promote improved domestic
Internet governance.
In sum, the US and the EU have adopted trade and foreign aid policies to support both Internet freedom
and Internet openness. But these policies have not focused on the broader regulatory context of
Internet governance at the national and international level, nor have they built a global consensus on
when it is appropriate for governments to interfere in order to protect netizens abroad.
Conclusion
SOPA, PIPA, and ACTA created an international dialogue about how to balance of intellectual property
rights and freedom of expression. Similarly, the 2013 NSA leaks brought about a new debate on issues of
privacy and the free flow of information. Although the global community has been grappling with these
issues, policymakers still have trouble weighing the implications of their choices on internet freedom
and openness. As a result, US and EU policies to promote cross-border information flows seem
disconnected from policies to sustain the open web.
Although the Internet is facilitating trade, trade policies can serve to both enhance and undermine
Internet openness. Policymakers have not achieved consensus or interoperable policies among nations
which have different priorities for privacy, security, and the free flow of information. Moreover,
policymakers have not figured out how to negotiate trade policies in a transparent, accountable and
coherent manner supportive of the open Internet.
The US and the EU have made Internet freedom a priority. Yet neither the US nor the EU have clearly
defined Internet freedom or developed a compelling and consistent argument as to why Internet
freedom and openness are important to both economic growth and political stability.196 While the US
and EU have both adopted a wide range of strategies to advance Internet freedom, they have not
figured out how to help governments devise an appropriate domestic regulatory context to support
Internet freedom and openness. Moreover, although the American, Canadian, and EU governments
generally share a vision of Internet freedom, they have not collaborated to define the role of
governments in supporting an open Internet, or to determine when it is appropriate to interfere in the
affairs of other countries to protect netizens.
Policymakers do not make Internet related trade policies by weighing the implications of their choices
for Internet openness. As a result, US and EU policies to promote cross-border information flows seem
disconnected from policies to sustain the open web.

Table 2. The struggle to balance Internet stability and Internet freedom leads to policy incoherence
Country

Policy Objective

US, EU, Canada

Advance Internet freedom.

Strategy
Provide funds, technologies to
ensure freedom of expression,
access to Internet.

US, EU, Canada

Protect privacy as a human
& consumer right.

None of the countries has
pressed for a global standard
but all 3 are pursuing
interoperability.

US, EU, Canada

Protect national/cyber
security

Monitor and occasionally
restrict access.

US

Challenge privacy
regulations as a barrier to
trade

List in trade barrier report.

US

Challenge concerns about
server location/cloud
computing as a barrier to
trade

List in trade barrier report.

US, EU

Establish regulatory model
and protect online IPR.

US

US, EU, Canada

Insist that FTA partners adopt
copyright protection model,
focus on enforcement. Rely on
intermediaries to enforce.

Implication for
freedom and
openness
Internet
freedom
may be advanced.
Sometimes
criminals may
obtain
Have
notevasive
clarified
technologies.
when
privacy rules
act as a barrier to
trade. Have not
developed
common
Have notground
clarified
on privacy
as
when
policymakers
human
or
can block access to
consumer
right.
information
to
support
national
Send message
security.
protecting
privacy
should be
subordinated to
encouraging
Have
not clarified if
information
serverflows.
requirements
distort trade. Have
not found national
or international
balance
between
Put
privacy,
server
intermediaries
in
location,
and
difficult position
security.
ofnational
reducing
access

to information,
Unable
to effectively
only someInternet
of
promote
which
may
violate
openness. Do not
Does not include provisions in FTAs
copyright.
focus
on broad vision
that address whole of regulatory
of regulatory
Use trade agreements to
governance to support open
environment
facilitate the free flow of
Internet. Requires nations to
necessary to support
information among nations.
include these provisions before
open Internet. Have
achieving domestic consensus on
not found shared
Internet governance.
approach to fostering
free flow, server
location, privacy, etc.
Send message free
expression and
Establish precedent and
access to
treaty to protect online
Get major markets to sign on.
information less
important than
copyright (ATCA).
protecting IPR. Focus
on enforcement, but
little effort to
promote netizen
understanding that
online piracy is theft.
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